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Shootings Occur On Streets Bordering Trinity Campus

Neighborhood Plagued By Gang Violence
According to Brett Willis '96, hired on the weekends again
''there were four shots. They this year. A Hartford police
weren't in a row, Skit were slow patrol car will be monitoring
In the past week and a in between." According to Brian the campus Fridays and Saturhalf, there have been several acts Kelly, director of Campus55afety, days until 3:00 a.m. The patrol
of gang violence in the Hartford one young man was shot twice car has a police and Campus
area.
in the legs. The incident was Safety radio, and responds to
Two of these incidents,
namely shootings, have oc"It does affect us. In reality, it's really all of
curred within several blocks of
the Trinity campus. On Friday our problem."
afternoon at about 2:30 p.m.,
there was a shooting incident — Director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly
near the corner of New Britain described as a drive-by shoot- calls from both. As another
and Broad streets. One youth ingmeasure of security, a gate
was reportedly shot at by local
While Trinity is not asso- should be up on Ferris Roadgang members. At least four ciated with the gang incidents, way by Tuesday. The gate will
police cars arrived on the scene there is a strong feeling among likely be open until 4:00, unless
and questioned two male teen- administrators, parents, and there is an activ i ty in Aus tin A rts,
agers and one female teenager Campus Safety that there should whereby it will be dosed at 7:00.
who were driving a late '80s be added security on campus. The gate was ordered a couple
Oldsmobile near the shooting. Students are warned to be cau- of months ago but is late in arThe young people were allowed tious when they leave campus. riving.
to leave the scene.
"Students have to realize that
Campus Safety has kept
On Sunday morning at it's not like it was 20 years ago.", in close contact with Hartford
about 1:00, there was a shooting said Brian Kelly. "We're police, and Brian Kelly says that
at 1458 Broad street. The shots strongly urging caution to all he is "confident that the situawere close enough to campus to students and faculty."
tion cannot get any worse. Evbe heard by some students.
A police officer is being eryday, the! InrtfordPolice force
BY MATT HENRY
News Editor

gels a better handle on who is
responsible for all of this violence." He also says that while
these incidents are not directed
toward the Trinity community,
"it does affect us. Jn reality, it's
really all of our problem."
Dean of Students David
Winer,alsoconcerned about the
situation, has urged that students with suggestions on how
to better secure the campus
should meet with him. His of-

fice, in conjunction with Campus Safety, is looking for more
suggestions on how to beef up
security. In the meantime, they
urge that students use the campus shuttle, which already began running. Also, the culture
shuttle is running for students
wishing to go off campus.
As always, students are
urged to use caution in traveling after dark and to walk in
groups.

North Campus Still
Under Construction
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Copy Editor

Two days before the freshmen were supposed to arrive,
workers were furiously cleaning up the construction .rubble
in North Campus.
None of the rooms had
locks, some didn't even have
doors; electricity was not running to several rooms; the gray
cinderblock stairwells, with
sledge-hammered holes where
it -iipj o-rtilobe,were
'••
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(tof'fom the raiovsffti
project. In what had been "The
Romper Room/' an elevator for
handicapped access was still being installed, and the wall that
was supposed to hide the elevator shaft was missing.

plete the work that was deemed
essential. And the City of Hartford, having known early that
the elevator would not be finished on time, issued a special
temporary living permit.
This effort did not help
the students who arrived early
and found North Campus unlivable. Both the Residential
Assistants who had been on
campus for two weeks, and several freshmen who arrivedearly
for a camping trip, were unable
lo tnovi' in. M.ir.v ol lhi><^ *IK«'.'it
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porni tu. temporary housing
they were allowed into
North Campus on Saturday,
August 2Sth.
Tilings were further complicated when the contractor
renumbered the rooms, without letting the Office of Resi-

f kings were further complicated when the
contractor renumbered the rooms, without
letting the Office of Residential Life know.

President Gerety sme^with each student during the book signing ceremony.

In the other common
spaces, more construction
equipment filled the rooms.
According to Chet Kozak,
the director of the project from
Buildings and Grounds, the approximately $460,000 project
was two weeks behind schedule because many of the construction materials, and most
importantly the elevator, were
not delivered on time from the
manufacturers.
Buildings and Grounds
and iheconfractorfor the project,
T.upachino and Salvatore,
scrambled in the la.<j t few days to
make the dorm livable for the
incoming students. The soccer
team was hired to clean up the
rooms and install some furniture thathadnolyetbeenplaced
in the rooms.
Workers strove to confi-

dential Life know. Currently
some of the rooms are listed differently in the directory than
they are on the doors. This made
it especially difficult for incoming students, many of whom
moved into the wrong rooms
and were then forced to move
again. "It was confusing at first,"
one freshman living in North
Campus explained, "but now
that we've got settled it's no big
deal."
According to Mr. Kozak,
all the construction has been finished with the exception of the
elevator, the special handicapped entrance, and some other
minor patch work. These details should be finished within
the week. Until then residents
of North Campus will be awakened when the construction begins every morning at 8:00 am.
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Curriculum Takes Step In Different Direction
BYADAMCAHILL
'News Writer

It seems as if fhe most appealing courses in the Trinity
College Bulletin are often found
in the section devoted to Freshman Seminars, where professors
have designed interesting and
topical courses that they normally would not have the opportunity to teach. In the 199394 Bulletin, one Freshman Seminar has proved to be even more
eye-catching than usual: Professor Maurice Wade's "We're
Queer! We're Here! Deal With
It!," the first course at Trinity to
specifically examine the place
of homosexuals in American
society.
Professor Wade began
thinking about developing a
course like "We're Queer! We're
Here!" after noticing a lack of
visibility on the part of the Trinity Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance in recent years. After talking with students and faculty in
an attempt to find out why the
campus organization for gay
students had become less active, Professor Wade saidhe "got
the impression that the atmosphere here had become rather
hostile toward gay students... I
asked myself, 'What can be
done?'"
"I'm not an activist," Professor Wade admitted. "I think,
I write, I teach." He felt that
developing a course thai might
create a more tolerant environ-

ment for gay students "was the
least [he] could do."
Students in the course will
read history related to the gay
liberation movement, and will
discuss topics such as gays and
religion, gays and family life,
and discrimination against gays.
The readings for the course will
be drawn from history, sociology, anthropology, religion, and
philosophy. Professor Wade
says that the "only requirement
for the course is that people be
respectful. This topic is often
emotional, and there is potential for people to have their feelings hurt."
Although "We're Queer!
We're Here!" is the first course
of its kind at Trinity, Professor
Wade says that he has faced neither controversy nor opposition
since proposing the seminar.
"My faculty colleagues have
been nothing but supportive,"
says Professor Wade, though he
says that some aspects of the
course "might scare people off."
Professor Wade chose the title
in part to attract students who
wouldn't be intimidated by the
issues being discussed.
Jan Cohn, the Deanof Faculty, is "absolutely excited"
about the course. "Trie purpose
of education," she said, "is to
make the world a better place—
less violent, less phobic." The
students in Professor Wade's
class "will not be taught
homophobia," Dean Cohn
stressed, and was hopeful that

Professor Wade, teacher of a new Freshman Seminar, "We're Queer! We're Here! Deal With
Birey would be' taught just the reaching people who are more the Trinity community may
likely to be open to new ideolo- hope that the seminar will imopposite.
Robyn Adcock, one of the gies." She added that "hope- mediately begin to foster a more
students who founded EROS fully, people will demand more tolerant atmosphere on campus,
Professor Wade says thathe "has
(Encouraging- Respect Of courses like this."
Despite the enthusiasm no illusions that life will sudSexualities) last year, was also
pleased to learn that a Fresh- thatmany have expressed about denly get better for gays just
man Seminar had been created the course, Professor Wade was because I'm teaching this
to discuss issues surrounding tentative when discussing the course."
homosexuality. A primary ob- significance of "We're Queer!
FreshmanMoUyGoggins,
jective of EROS is to encourage We're Here!" Professor Wade who is enrolled in "We're Queer!
the Curriculum Committee to describes the course as "novel, We're Here!", was surprised to
offer courses which focus on but not ground-breaking," add- learn that her seminar was the
homosexuality, and Ms. Adcock ing that "it's exactly the kind of first course to specifically dispraised "We're Queer! We're course you should find at a lib- cuss homosexuality at Trinity.
Here!" " [It's] a wonderful first eral arts college."
"I'm shocked to find out this is
step. What Maurice is doing is
While other members of such a big deal here," she said.
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creating our aw

V Photographers
V Advertising Managers
V Graphics Designers
V Cartoonists
V Production Assistants
llteTripod meets every Tuesday at93©
fJap
If you can't be there anS still would like to participate,
please contact Peter Friedman at x3524 or Jim Barr at x2979.
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Greek Gender Bender

Sigma Nu Goes Coed
BY ELI LAKE
Senior Editor

In response to the colleges recent
legislation requiring single sex organizations to become integrated, Sigma Nu is
planning to establish an integrated umbrella organization that will oversee the
original fraternity and a newly formed
sorority. In the plan, both men and
women will share in housing space, participation in community service p rojects,
and planning social functions, yet certain aspects of both the sorority's and
fraternity's pledge process will remain
segregated. The plan maintains Sigma
Nu's national charter which forbids
women's inclusion into the fraternity,
while adhering to the college's regulation that single sex organizations be fully
integrated by the end of the fall 1995
term.
The attempt to go coed is an endeavor to gain the college's recognition.
Sigma Nu president Gabe Handel '94
says, "Initially we wanted to get on campus in 1984, but due to the college's single
sex ruling that year, barring the formation of any new single sex organizations,

we didn't get it. Because of gang violence in our neighborhood we have had
a harder time attracting people to our
parties. We realize now the need to be on
campus"
The coed rush marks the first time
Sigma Nu has invited women to join
their fraternity in its 9 years since reactivating in 1984. Sigma Nu may have a
difficult time meeting the ten percent
quota of women by the end of the fall
term 1993, considering only one woman
has shown serious interest in pledging
Sigma Nu thus far. HelenCha '94 says, "I
have no reservations about being the
only woman to rush Sigma Nu so far, I
hope to inspire other women to do the
same."
Handel says, "We've got enough
guys but not enough women, we '11 try to
enlist the help of Tri-Delt and Kappa to
help wi th the formation of the new sorority." The executive director of Sigma
Nu's national charter in Lexington, Moe
Littlefield promised Handel that the national organization would find the sorority a national charter in a few years,
until then the sorority will be local.

Trinity Campus Gets A
Facelift Over The Summer
BYAMYMCGILL
News Writer

floors, doors and were painted. Students
living in Ogilby seem pleased with the
renovations. Josh lahey '95, a resident of
Ogilby, remarked, "While the residents
of Ogilby are grateful for all renovations
the only negative comment is the sterile
quality of the rooms."
The renovation'-done on! l"_',hKi-o

Many Trinity College students returned from summer break delighted to
find their new dorms and dorm rooms
recently renovated. Over the course of
the summer many of Trinity's dorms
were reworked ami touched up in n pro- h a v e b e e n p a r t of a Iv. o \ -.'.n pi t >jt . 1 Mi.il
cess devoted to making dorm life more began two sammeim f^,lhJwo. m»jor
enjoyable as well as safer. The dorms additions to the dorm' include a new
which received the most attention were home for Trinity's radio station, WRTC,
North Campus, Ogilby, High Rise, An- as well as a new entry way.
Access to High Rise now operates
adama and Clemens.
North Campus was the largest through the ID system. Without an FD
dorm project, the budget for the build- students can still enter the building by
ing reached one million dollars. Many of using the call box or the combination
the areas in NorthCampus were changed.
Renovations included three new "While the residents of
entry ways and a stairway which links
the upstairs to the down stairs. Accord- Ogilby are grateful for all
ing to John Woolley, Director of Facilities renovations the only negaManagement, Planning and Services,
North campus was, "livened up." More tive comment is the sterile
renovations included the addition of a quality of the rooms."
classroom on the second floor, new laundry facilities and overall better circula- — Joshua Lahey '95
tion throughout the dorm. The renovations for North Campus will be com- door behind the building. One resident
of High Rise commented on the new
pleted by October 1.
Ogilby dorm also received sub- system, "I think it's a good idea during
stantial renovations. One of the main the day but at night it's scary because if
emphasis placed on this dorm was fire you don't have an ID you have to go to
prevention and safety. Ogilby has a sprin- the back of the dorm".
Anadamn and Clemens also rekler system as well as other fire resistant
additions. Neither Ogilby nor North ceived renovations. Residents seem to
Campus had been touched since the time be rather content with the new changes
and look forward to enjoying the rooms
when they were built.
The dorm rooms were given new throughout the year.

<ne* w K\'i v '-<lire j\'ui tsre«J jre t^etulirei-tly fr^'n ibr file* cf Vnr ity Cc-Urge's Depsrtwit
ef Campus Safety. The iuir.es cf those involved fare been eliminated in order to prelect the innocent and the
guilty. Please note llut all suspects are innocent until proven guilty in u ceurl cftezr. Thisfeature of the News
section is designed to belter inform the College community of Ha day to ifay ivork of Campus Safety officers.

Welcome Back
It's back.... Yes, that zany, obnoxious news feature has returned, but then
again so have the crooks in the neighborhood. The Security Blotter would like
to welcome back all members of the Trinity Community, We all hope that
everyone had a restful summer and got in shape in order to be better prepared
to dodge beer bottles, drunk students, occasional feisty juveniles, and other
urban obstacles. Good Luck!

Death Trap
Last week, two students were trapped in the elevator in High Rise dorm.
The Hartford Fire Department had to be called in to remove the stranded
strangers. It is not known whether the "Jaws of Life" were used. The Security
Blotter, hop'ing to avoid this plight, wonders which elevator the students were
trapped in. Unfortunately, it wasn't noted whether the incident occurred in the
elevator that smells like urine or the elevator that smells like beer.

Bike Banditos
Several bicycles have been stolen on the Trinity campus in the last several
weeks. On August 31, a Cannondale worth $500 was stolen from the Downes
Arch. The bicycle was locked but not secured to anything. Another bicycle was
stolen front North.Campus where it was reported later that 3 7-10 year old
juveniles- were seen carrying off a bike. Also, a mountainous Mongoose is
.mysteriously missing from outside Jarvis. The $180 bike was locked to a tree with
a cable. The tree was brought in for questioning, but has since been released and
cleared of all charges.
Three students were spotted on the lower roof of the Trinity chapel at 3:21
am on Friday night. Campus Safety spotted the religious rebels and beckoned
for them to come down. One frightened felon jumped and escaped capture. The
other two surrendered to the officer. The incident has been referred to the Dean
of Students' Office.

Wanted: Wallets
Several wallets have been stolen offices from and rooms around Trinity
recently. A wallet was taken from a room in Jones dormitory on August 28. Some
of the contents of the wallet were later found in the 3rd flo^r (women's)
bathroom. Another wallet was taken from Seabury on August 26th. The wallet
only contained $10 in cash. And not to be left out of a trend, someone stole a
en\ i lope wish S27 from the Marriot office on August 30.
A stereo valued at $675 was taken from an unlocked room in Cook
dormitory on August 29. "We strongly urge students to lock doors and windows
even if they are only gone for a few minutes," said Director of Campus Safety,
Brian Kelly.

Window Watch
New hardware was added to the windows in High Rise dormitory to
prevent them from being opened all the way. It was done in an attempt to cut
down on the amount of trash that is thrown from the windows. With the new
fixtures, windows do not open more than 8 inches. But according to Mr. Kelly,
some happy High-Risers have already removed the metal fixtures. ORL is
keeping track of the situation and rooms where the windows have been pried
open have been identified. Offenders will face fines and possible removal from
the building.

Trinitron Taken
A13 inch Trinitron TV was taken from a Honda Civic parked on Summit
Street sometime between Thursday night and Friday morning. The Security
Blotter would urge students to leave absolutely nothing worth more than $5
inside your car while parked anywhere on campus. The Blotter has seen TVs,
stereos, car phones, jackets, cassette tapes of show tunes, and even a bag of
Doritos stolen from cars on campus. Get the message??

ftoitt the: ales of.v.
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CASi. P.O. BOX 28734. ATLANTA, GEORGIA 50558
Now you can have Iwo of the most recognized and
nrrcoted credit canls In I he world-Visa* and MasterCard*
L
credit cards...-|n your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA" and MasterCard® the credit cards you
descrw and need for- ID-BOOtfS- DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINMENT—
EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTS—
HOTELS—MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS-

REPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

tt-Sl

Ho turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
No security deposit!
SEND THE COUPON TODAY

YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

I want VISA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

Cards, Enclosed find S 5 which Is 100% refundable i!"not
approved immediately.
100% GUARANTEED!

NAME —
ADDRESS

criY _ _ _
PHONE
SIGNATURE

STATE—ZIP
. S.S *
_—

NOTE: MasIoCaid Is a rej^ttitd trademark rf MasterCard InternaHoraL Inc.
Visa Id a registered trademark o( VISA USA. Inc. and VISA fntenwtfore

MAIL THIS HO RISK COUPON TODAY

.. .

i
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Copperfieldk Great Place For Apres-Movie Dining Delights
BY ANDY LEVINE
& PATRICK G1NGRAS
Metro-Hartford Writer
& Metro-Hartford Editor

So you say you want
American style cuisine that's
affordable and not out of the
way?
Well then, J. Copperfield
LTD will tickle your deepest restaurant-going desires. Wait. So
you say you also want a place to
go after you visit the frequented
Showcase Cinemas in East Hartford? Guess what. This is the
place for you.
With a food selection that
just doesn't quit, anyone's taste
buds can be tailored to. As one
peers down the menu, one is
greeted with a healthy selection
of appetizers, several delightful
varieties of chicken wings, gourmet salads, specialty sandwiches, char-grilled chicken
sandwiches, gourmet burgers,
brick oven pizza, pasta, house
specialties, BBQ combinations,
seafood, steak and prime rib. As
you can see, there is something
for everyone.
As soon as you enter this
place you are immediately immersed in it's pseudo-classy,
hopelessly Americanized decor,
rightdown to thepapernapkins
and tacky portraits of past
Copperfields. But as the atmosphere suggests, J. Copperfield
is not one to pull any strings.
When you go here you know
what you are going to get (e.g.,
no-frilJs Americanfood). Afamily place without the family is
ttve best way to describe the experience. And now, about the
food.
Andy: Accompanied by
tasty honey butter, therollsthat
were promptly brought to our
table were delectably soft and

Efcstaumnt
toasty-warm. But to my dismay, I noticed that there were
no bread plates. "Look at the
mess I've made already!", I
blurted out as I gazed at my
crumb-covered table.
Pat: Indeed, the rolls were
great and there were no "b and
b" (bread and butter) plates. Let
it be known, though, that I will
excuse the lack of a b and b plate
because the rolls were so damn
goodAndy: The "Buffalo
Wings" that we ordered next
were perfect, perhaps even my
dream wings. The zesty flavor
permeated throughoutand they
were not too greasy or too dry.
As Pat said while gazing
at the last tender wing, "Well, I
guess I'll have another even
though I've already cleaned my
plate."
Pat: These are the wings
they talk about when they talk
about legends in upstate New
York. The bleu cheese dressing
served on the side actually enhanced the flavor instead of covering it up. We got the medium
spiced wings of three spice levels they offer.
Andy: The "Dinner
Salad" that came next was just
whatl expected. There are three
words to describe this salad:
crisp, white, iceberg. Once
again, no frills, Ba^ic-American
Salad.
Pat: This salad neither
angered nor excited me.
Andy: The "Copp-erfield
Burger" Ihad next was no t something I would do fiery battle

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
East Hartford
568-8810
The Fugitive PG-13
Sleepless In Seattle PG
Rising Sun R
The Secret Garden G
Jurassic Park PG
In the Line O'Fire R
Needful Things R
Hard Target R
Manhattan Murder Mystery PG
The Man Without A Face PG-13
Kalifornia R
Fortress R
Calendar Girl PG 13

Take 1-84 East to exit

7:15 and 9:50 p.m.
7:45 and 10:10 p.m.
7:35 and 10:05 p.m.
3:00 and 5:00 p.m.
7:05 and 9:45 p.m.
7:10 and 9:55 p.m.
7:30 and 10:00 p.m.
7:55 and 10:20 p.m.
7:50 and 10:15 p.m
7:25 and 9:40 p.m.
7:00 and 9:25 p.m.
7:20 and 9:20 p.m.
7:40 and 9:35 p.m.

58 (Silver Lane)

CALLTO FIND OUT ABOUT MATINEE DISCOUNTS

At The Movies

over a raging sea for, b ut I would
certainly drive to Vernon for one,
if I had a car. The burger, laced
with mushrooms, onions and
cheese, was tender and tasty,
but was nothing extraordinary.
The accompanying homefries
were once again, no frills, and
could have used more effort on
the part of the chef.
Pat: I had the "Smokey
Mountain Barbecue Chicken
Sandwich" next, and it had a
tasty blend of chicken and BBQ
sauce that is often imitated but
neverduplicated. Itreally tasted
great. The one problem with
this chicken delight was that the
chicken was too tough.
I found it difficult to take
a bite of the sandwich and keep
the rest of the chicken in the roll.
The potatoes, I found,
were a nice change from regular
french fries. They resembled

breakfast's homefries, but fit
nicely on this dinner plate. They
were also cooked very well; not
too dry, not too raw. The BBQ
sauce, an especially tangy one,
was home-made, we were told.
Andy: Next, we both
shared the "Chicken Special",
which consisted of two breasts

myself. Being in a rush, we had
to pass on dessert.
For the immense amount
of food we ordered, the bill came
to under $35, including tax and
tip.
We both suggest J.
Copperfield LTD for a light and
affordable snack and cocktail,
rather than an all-out dinner

The "Buffalo Wings" that we ordered next
were perfect, perhaps even my dream wings.
The zesty flavor permeated throughout and
they were not too greasy or too dry.
of chicken, smothered with mozzarella, Broccoli spears and a
thin cream sauce. Despite its title,
this chicken was far from special. Although the chicken was
pleasantly tender, the flavor did
not penetrate, rather it lay helpless on the surface of the two
breasts. Pass the salt please!
Pat: The chicken was truly
bland, and begged for the aid of
the salt and pepper shakers.
Sadly, the salt and pepper added
to the taste, indicating that I
could have cooked this entree

(perfect for pre- or post-movie
dining). The service is "bend
over backwards" perfect. Finally, make sure you get the
Buffalo Wings. Located at 236
Hartford Turnpike in Vernon,
the restaurant is just off exit 6465 on 1-84 East.
Andy: After looking at all
the angles of this establishment
I settled on awarding it 2.73
imitation wood panels out of 5.
Pat: The J. Copperfield
LTD Restaurant deserves3.5 out
of 5 handi-wipes.

Haitf oid Public Schools Straggle
Through Summer Balance Budget
informing the Union that it concession which amounts to
would gladly look elsewhere for not receiving payment for four
funds; namely the elimination training sessions. Teachers also
As the 1993-94 school year of 300 Union jobs. The Union agreed to a four percent increase
becomes more a reality than a members liked that idea even in their salaries, as opposed to
dreaded nightmare for Hartford less and decided that perhaps a the scheduled 5%.
After all the negotiating,
•students, teacl|eTSr ajncl admin- negotiation would be the best
is ira I ore, the district is also fac- solution. Thus, a mid-summer however, the BOE still" found
ing the realities of a tight budget
and the power of unions.
The Hartford Public School Teacher's Union
Over the summer, the
Hartford Board of Education refused to go along with the idea of the elimi(BOE) recognized that it was nation of their pay increase and told the BOE
facing an $11 million budget
deficit that needed to be reduced. that it would have to look elsewhere for funds
Not wanting to cut into student's
classroom materials, the BOE to reduce the deficit.
recommended that the teachers drama unfolded in the Hartford, itself $3 million short of it's goal
not receive their scheduled 5%
After weeks of delibera- of balancing the budget. Mayor
salary increase.
tions, the crisis was fortunately of Hartford Carrie Saxon-Perry,
The Hartford Public resolved over the weekend of who had been involved in the
School Teacher's Union refused August 28th. The final agree- negotiations, volunteered funds
to go along with the idea of the ment called for the BOE to make from the private sector to help
elimination of their p ay increase $5.4 million in cuts for funding close the gap. Saxon-Perry said
and told the BOE that it would of textbooks, computers, and that City Hall would expedite
have to look elsewhere for funds maintenance, along with vari- rent payments from the Hartto reduce the deficit. The BOE ous other materials. The teach- ford Civic Center to help bring
responded to this challenge by ers had to contribute a salary the BOE budget into balance.
BYJAYSARZEN

Metro-Hartford Writer

Mather Art Space

Exhibitois
Needed
Students encouraged & outside
artists considered.
Please contact
Sterling Vemon
236-4091
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Musicians To Perform At September Song Celebration
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor
On Thursday, September 9, make
your way to the Mather/Austin quad for
a culturally diverse kick off to the semester. Summit Arts (Austin Arts Center,
Gallows Hill Bookstore & Cinestudio),
Marriot Management Services, Student
Activities, TCAC, SGA, and the Mather
Campus Center are presenting September Song, an evening of picnicking and
music for all Trinity College employees
and students.
The event opens at 4:30 with an
open picnic dinner a la Marriot. Then,
starting at 5:15, all four of Trinity's a
cappella groups will sample their eclectic repertoires. The Pipes, The Trinitones,
After Dark, and The Accidentals will
each perform for approximately ten minutes.
At 6:00, when the crowd is filled
up by the food and warmed up by the a
capoella groups, the Haitian band
lioukman Eksperyans will begin.
Boukman Eksperyans' music, a melange
of voudou rhythms and ram (jazzy dance
music) melodies, is food for the soul. It is
a treat for Trinity community to hear this
band, which is one of the founders of the
new musical movement in Haiti called
mizik rasin, or 'roots music'
BoukmanEksperyans' appearance
is especially impressivebecause the band
overcame life-threatening situations to
reach the United States. The band and
their political views, although of peace
and unity, come in conflict with U.S.
policies concerning Haiti. The members

The Haitian sensation, Boukman Ekspeiyans, will be performing on the Mather/Austin quad September 9th.
have also withstood pressure from, their
own government: armed threats, censorship, and telephone taps, to name just
a few.
The band's name represents the
kind of strength needed to overcome
these pressures. In the 18th century,
Boukman helped develop the neo-African religion, Voudou, which combines
African religious practices with Chrisr
tian beliefs. Boukman presided over a
ceremony in the Cayman Woods that

spurred a slave rebellion which in turn
incited the Haitian revolution. The band
says that "the use of Boukman's name
. . . combined with the Creole word for
'experience,' invokes a political and spiritual resistance to domination."
Trinity has an opportunity to experience this music and the music of the
a cappella groups in the communal atmosphere arranged by Jeffry Walker, the
director of the Austin Arts Center. Mr.
Walker remarks, "I'm doingitbecause of

FILE PHOTO

a commitment that I have to making the
Arts Center a center. Not a building
where some things happen to happen,
but a center where we can look as a
community towards some kind of identification . . . and because it's the only
time that I know of when everyone has
an invitation."
So come, everyone. Bring your
blankets, grab some food, and sit down
(or stand up and dance) to an evening of
inspirational song.

Coming Soon To Video Stores: Disney's Mediocre Aladdin
BY JOSHUA WEINSTEIN
&EVANZALL
.Arts

Writers

.. •••/••

-•

- ••

If you're the type of moviegoer
that falls for the old boy meets girl-boy
loses girl-girl leaves and thinks boy is
decapitated-boy finds cave and rug and
genie-bad guy tries to kill boy and get
girl-boy wins girl story, then boy, have
we got a film for you.
Its star, Aladdin, displays excellent talent and poise, in a stunning screen
debut. His animated facial expressions
truly reveal the inner workings of the
actor. Despite the two dimensional aspect of his character, Aladdin is able to
captivate and soothe the viewer with his
gentle and seductive tenor voice.
His melodies also worked their

This film zvas, of course,
not just a story. The nature
of the script was clearly
political.
magic on the love interest of the tale,
Princess Jasmine. Her sweet yet strong
voice compliments Aladdin's, as they

TRINITY
C O L L E G E

swept the audience away with the duet,
"A Whole New World." A song which
will no doubt join the ranks of other
memorable Disney songs such as "Under the Sea" and the old favorite: "It's a
Small World After All."
The villain of the film, Achmed
(or something like that) was not as impressive. His character was flat and
predictable, and his beard was justplainold funny looking. Depending on his
cunning and wizardry to gain power
was a clear cut mistake, for he was no
match for Aladdin and the "genie." The
all-powerful genie was portrayed brilliantly by Robin Williams, who showed
his dedication to the production by completing a strict weight training regimen
and dyeing himself blue.
The villain's henchman, played
by Gilbert Gottfried, is a different story
altogether. Somehow passed up at the
Oscars, Gottfried stuns us with his performance as a seven inch high parrot.
Only through the miracle of modern

Reduce,
Reuse,
Recycle.

cosmetics and advanced computer technology, not to mention superior acting
ability, could sucha transformation be so
successful.
His convincing and bold portrayal
of the comic lackey surpasses even
DeNiro's metamorphosis in Raging Bull,
and Ben Kingsley's in Gandhi.
This film was, of course, not just a
story. The nature of the script was clearly
political. The clumsy and incompetent
character of the sultan, and the corruption and unrest within his kingdom, is
clearly a Disney commentary on our
friends in the Middle East during these
troubled times.
And about Abu, the beloved mon-

key and friend of Aladdin. One must
wonder what strenuous conditions this
performer, as well as the other animals,
had to endure. A panting and
overburdened camel opens the movie
for us, while innocent rats are apparently
forced to feed on stale bread during the
dungeon scenes.
In one of the grand scale Vincent
Minelli-like show stopping musical numbers, elephants are forced into an impossible looking pivoting pyramid of pachyderms. Oh, the humanity!
I suspect Disney will be hearing
from Animal Rights Activists before the
film hits video distribution on September 28.

Love Has Never Tasted So Good:
EsquiveTs Like Water For Chocolate
BY JOANNA MARSDEN
Arts Editor
A few rose petals, a flatulent sister, a couple of ghosts, an illegitimate
child, some ox tails, a lot of onions, but
just one box of matches.
All of these things, when mixed
together correctly, are the perfect recipe
for anyone who has ever been in love,
or anyone who has never been in love.
Since that covers everybody, all take
heed when chopping onions: "I don't
know why mine never turn out like
hers, or why my tears flow so freely
when I prepare them - perhaps I am as
sensitive to onions as Tita, my greataunt, who will go on living as long as
there is someone who cooks her reci-

pes," (Esquivel, 246.)
To understand the decadent,
original, sensual story behind this quote,
you must read Like Water for Chocolate
by Laura Esquivel. The book is about a
turn-of-the-century Mexican family and
the strange things that happen on their
ranch, especially the magical effects that
food has there - on sick infants, on bad
breath, on overweight sisters, on a wedding party or two, but especially on
Pedro and Tita, the forbidden lovers.
The pages go too quickly, but
you will never again think of food and
love as having little to do with each
other.
•
Like Water For Chocolate (Doubleday Printing,
1992, 246 pages) is available at local
bookstores.
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The President

Bridges, Not Walls
ere is a sad and heavy dose'of irony in provided to help its neighbors help themselves.
Voluntary community service is the most
Jthe fact that Trinity's school year opens
[against a backdrop of murderous gang valuable experience that a student can have at
violence in the city of Hartford. It is easy Trinity. This is neither a liberal-versus-conserand understandable for Trinity students, faculty, vative, nor a minority-versus-majority student
and administration to ignore the raging violence issue. Service is one of the few issues that is a
between Los Solidos and the Latin Kings as noth- salve both to the wounds of Hartford and the
ing more than a frightening disturbance. For most divisions that often threaten to rend our own
members of the Trinity community the only tan- campus apart. America will soon have a Nagible connection we have to the gang warfare is the tional Service Program, but it is incumbent upon
wail of police sirens as we walk along the Long all of us here at Trinity to take that ideal to heart
Walk, going to classes or returning from a party. and actupon it.
That type of reaction will only serve to alienThere are a multitude of opportunities to
ate and isolate Trinity from Hartford. Trinity is not get involved in community service at Trinity.
located in a bucolic mountain setting, whether we Some require as little as an hour a week while
wish to embrace that fact or not. And closing our others ask for a more substantial time commiteyes to the problems that beset this city will not ment. Every individual! at Trinity ought to ask
make them go away, nor will it insulate Trinity themselves whether or not they want' to see
from them in the long term. The health of Trinity change in Hartford. If so, then they must take
College is bound symbiotically with the health of Ghandi's words toheartand "Become the change
Hartford.
[they] wish to see."
In response to the violence in our city,
It is to the credit of the institution and its
students that Trinity is making a difference in the some will call for a closed campus or a restriction
city. Trinity, along with another local university on who can enter the campus and who cannot.
has been granted millions of dollars to create mag- The gate that is being erected around Trinity's
net schools, in order to improve the quality of campus may be seen as a stopgap measure to
education in the city's schools. The college has protect us. And while we must not dismiss the
been wise to hire a community service facilitator. very real threats that we face, we must also not
But money alone is not the answer. Trinity allow a fence around the campus become a
students, by the power of their own actions, are blinder to the world around us. We, the mememinently capable of making a difference in this bers of Trinity, have a number of tools in our
city. Community service does not mean "saving" collective hands. We can use them to either build
people; such an attitude is patronizing and danger- walls— or we can use them to build bridges.
ous. U means using the advantagesrtvatTrinilyhas.
";- s
P.M.F.

It gives me greatpleasure to WELCOME YOU to our Trinity Community

on behalf of the entire student body. I
hope that you are settled in and you
are off to a good start with your classes.
The Student Government Association has many exciting plans and
we hope that you will join us. WE NEED
YOU to help us determine the future of
our school. Your participation is essential this year because this is the first
year of the implementation of the Strategic Plan. Student empowerment will
be attained through your involvement.
Hence, we need you to participate
either formally as a representative of
SGA or informally as a concerned student. Together we can build a better
future!!!

"The SGA is the centralized, representative body for student government on the Trinity College campus. It
deals with a broad range of issues relating to student life on the campus
and oversees every recognized student organization as well as its two
semi-autonomous committees [Budget Committee & Trinity College Activities Council]" (Handbook, 157).
We are eagerly recruiting dedicated students who want to make a
difference. Petitions can be obtained
at the Student Life Resource Center.
They are due Friday September 10th
no later than 5:00 PM. Elections will be
held in the first floor of Mather Monday September 13th.
We welcome any ques tions, concerns, or comments so please feel free
to call us. Our office is located in SLRC
and our phone number is x2170.
Sincerely,
Marlon Quintanilla '94
President of SGA

Fmm President Gerefy's Convocation Address:
DELIVERED SATURDAY, AUGUST 28,1993

" All learning liberates: it frees us from ignorance, it frees us to accomplishment and to confidence
A college like this is a kind of laboratory of ideas, in the classroom and out, on the school paper, in
community outreach, on sports teams, in the arts and even in politics."
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$4,50 transfer budget.
North Campus improvements.
New walkway by Jackson.
Color Macs in MCEC labs.
Pictures in SAGA.
Pizza for lunch.

Higher prices at the Bistro.
ID Construction Rubble in NC.
Soccer team's wake-up call.
8-man's interior decorating.
B.Y.O.B. Parties
Inflation at The View.
2 90° Fahrenheit weather with
Z 90% humidity in Hartford.

Piolicy Concerning Letters
To The Editor:
•Please note: Letters to The Trinity
Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m. the
Friday preceding publication the following
Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor,
and not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed,
although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod
will not publish any letter the Edi tors judged
to be an attack on an individual's character
or personality. All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this
paper. Please limit all letters to five-hundred
words, The Trinity Tripod reserves the right
to edit all letters for clarity and brevity,

Contacting The. Tripod
TheTxtpsi office i$ healed in the basement af Jackson Dormitory.
, Address all correspondencestoTh,XtmhiJw§:Box 1310, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 0S106,
Editor~In-Chtef(2m} 197-2583

Business Office (103) 297»25S4

FAX (203) 297-5361

Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripad
through the DocEx server in the General
Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Lettersmayalsobesubmittedondisk.
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Events:
Celebrated scholar and
artist Rex Nettleford will be
visiting Trinity College on
Thursday, September 6. The
founder of the National Dance
Theater Company of Jamaica
will be presenting a lecturedemonstration highlighting
"Caribbean Dance in a Global
Context." The event will take
place from 5:00-6:30 pm in the
Washington Room. Admission
is free and a reception will follow.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Page?

Divine Comedy. The Lectura Smoking Rules:
Dantis will be held monthly
Phase Three of Trinity
on Monday evenings at 7:30
p.m. in Hamlin Hall, as fol- College's Smoke-Free Environment Initiative has been
lows:
implemented as of August
September 13,
15th. Smoking shall be proOctober 11,
hibited in the following places:
November 8, and
The Cave, student dining
December 13.
hall, all other areas of Mather
Also, attend a concert Festa Hall, Audio Visual DepartDi Bel Canto, an Italian Del Canto ment, and Austin Arts center,
Opera performed by Connecticut (excluding public lobby area
Concert Opera at 3 p.m. in the during performances,).
Goodwin Theater at the Austin
Arts Center.
Vehicle Registration:
Temporary
parking
passes may be obtained for any
time period up to one month
Want to get involved in per semester.
the community? Parents
The fees are as follows:
Anonymous is looking for vol- a. weekend and up to one
unteers who are willing to get
week- no cost
involved with self-help groups b. 1 week (7 days) - $2.00
for parents under stress. The c. 2 weeks - $4.00
time commitment is small rela- d. 1 month - $10.00
tive to the tremendous supAll other permanently
port you will be giving and, in registered vehicles must return, the satisfaction you will main in assigned parking lots.
receive. Call Jill Spineti at 7475538 for more information.

Community Service:

A Connecticut Town
Meeting:
Trinity College President
Tom Gerety will join local political and civil leaders, as well
as educators, experts and citizens as Connecticut Public
Television embarks upon a
series of probing discussions
concerning pressing issues
Connecticut faces.
The series begins with
"Desegregating our Schools''
Women's Center:
and will be followed by five
other live discussions over the Career Counseling:
You're invited to a luncourse of the upcoming year.
The Career Counseling cheon to meet new women facThursday, September 9th,
Office has re-opened its doors
marks thebeginning of this un- for the new academic year. For ulty members, administrators
and staff. September 15, 12-2
precedentt;J
look
c\t
Connecticut's most crucial con- •nss'isWince in planning your _p.m. in the Rittenberg 1 .ounge,
post-graduation future set up Mather Campus Center. Guest
cerns.
an appointment or drop by the Speaker will be Dr. Dori Katz,
office.
CCO is located in Chair of Modern Languages.
The Barbieri Endowment
for Italian Culture is pleased Seabury 45 and is open Mon- Seating limited to 90 people
and reservations will be acto announce the continuation day - Friday from
8:00
am
to
4:30
pm.
cepted
on a first come, first
of Lectura Dantis, a series of
served basis. RSVPx2408.
divulgatory readings of the

Classifieds:
Wanted: Campus Representative- Spring Break Discounters- (Vacation Packages).
Earncash& freetrip(s). CancunBahamas- S. Padre Island- Daytona.
We handle bookkeeping - you
handle sales. 1-800-336-2260 9 am- 5
pin.

If you have an announcement
that you would like to see published in this section,
please campus mail it to:
' '
Announcements Editor
Box 1310
Deadline for announcements is Wednesday at 5 pm.

Now r layins at

The Crying Game (R)
HMariachi
(R)
OHvier, Olivier
(R)
Strictly Ballroom (PG)
Eraserhead

Sept 8-11
Sept 10-11
Sept 12-14
Sept 15-18
Sept 17-18

For more information, call 527-3811

750
9:55
750
750
9:40

Coup ditat...
A College Try was made on
the Lemon Squeezer at Matriculation last week. The conspiracy entailed roughly 40 plain clothes seniors and four strategically parked
cars. Extra security was brought in
to quell the insurgents. Tension in
the Chapel was at an all time high.
Unfortunately, all will have
towait indefinitely to see theprized
totem. Class of '95 President Josh
Lahey appeared at the ceremony,
but didn't bring the 'Squeezer, instead substituting a Trinity Directory in a J. Crew bag. He was
quoted as saying, "Do you think
I'm that stupid?"
Around Trinity does not see
Mr. Lahey's deception as a question of intelligence, but of good
sport. The Class of '97 may never
see the 'Squeezer, and Mr. Lahey
may go down in history as the only
individual to not bring the artifact
to a Matriculation. Around Trinity
cries, "Bad Form!"

Grand Hotel?
According to an Around Trinity source, a student called the Trinity switchboard operator andasked
for a wake-up call. Here are a few

practical lips for those who are cu rrently staying al 1 lotel Trin:
• DONTT call B&G and ask for
additional towels.
• Marriott will NOT provide room
service, nor does it provide a
continental breakfast.
• You don't get mints on your pillow nightly. The custodial staff
will not make your bed, even if
you tip them.
• The Cinesfudio is not responsible for providing in-room payper-view movies.
• For these services, Around
Trinity suggests that you try the
Smith House (ext. 5241).

High-Rise
Over the summer a new entrance was built on the front of
High-Rise dorm. The attractive,
all-glass structure nicely complements the new facade of newlyrenovated North Campus.
When Around Trinity first
saw the structure, we could only
wonder how long this aesthetic
could possibly last.
For you see, the architects
didn't take into account the nightly
shower of glass and other articles
which free-fall from windows of
the towering edifice.
And someone gave the s tructure a stress test, which the glass
roof miserably failed. According
to an Around Trinity source, a beer
bottle punctured the glass roof.
Since the accident, certain glass sections have apparently been replaced by a stronger material.

FEMJRES
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Its DejaVu All Over Again

The Beery Battle's Reign of Terror Continues
BY C, CLIFTON FULLER IV
Senior Editor

entreated the Patron Saint of
ATM's for currency, a valuable
commodity on the battlefields.
The Warriors called each other
to formulate strategies, plans of
attack, plans of counterattack.

on the View. Some Warriors
stumbled through the rocky terrain or were carded at the door,
but there was simply too many
of them for Marly to defeat;"The
Warriors easily took the View,

On Thursday night, the
Weekend Warriors prepared for
battle. They were bedecked in
flannels and khakis, Berks and
Tevas, and were girded with
cigarettes, lighters, and tins of The Warriors easily took the View, with little
dip. The veterans wore curled bloodshed and no casualties. They celebrated
and dirty caps besmirched with
paint, and were polishing their atop the pool table, amid smoke, spirits, and
shields. Mostshieldsweresmall, Meatloafon the jukebox.
plastic, and laminated, boasting
the names of the Warriors that They congregated in their bun- with little bloodshed and no cafought in previous wars. Coat- kers, their forts and castles, and sualties. They celebrated atop
of-arms were hologrammed played their battle hymns. The thepool table, amid smoke, spirupon them. They kept them ghostly chants of the Spin Doc- its, and Meatloaf on the juketucked in the back pockets of tors emanatedfrom the ramparts box. They stayed all night, until
tattered jeans.
of the Quad, mingling with the only dregs were left.
Then it was time to conThe Warriors storedaway twilight. The Warriors were
ammunition for the weekend rested, rallied and ready to fight. quer other lands. The Warriors,
With much hooting and weary and sweaty, trudged up
siege, in their refrigerators and
keggerators. The Warriors made hollering, the skirmishes began. the mountain and back home.
a pilgrimage to Mather Hall and All out offensives were waged
But the beer the Warriors

drank there soon reared its ugly lent hallucination.
head. Unbeknownst to all, the
The frenzy lasted until
spirits from the View rose from early morning. The Warriors,
empty tankards, bottles, and weak and bloodied from the
party cups. They sifted through civil wars, tenderlypicked themthe ruins there, then followed selves up off the grass. Warriors
the Warriors back to the cam- were strewn all over the Quad,
pus. The spirits possessed the soaked in beer, sweat, blood and
Warriors to do the unspeakable. vomit. The wounded limped
The spirits first made ev- about, heads throbbing, oblivieryone aggressive. Warriors ous to the carnage, shrieking in
began shouting at one another, agony. Those that were able
picking fights and breaking and brave enough shuffled to
bottles. Solidarity quickly their classes. Most napped,
turned to dissension as brother dreaming of unsettling visions.
was pitted against brother.
It was during these ceaseThe spirits then made the fires that some Warriors silently
Warriors insane. Garbage cans questioned their actions, and the
and potted plants were seen as cause for which they were fightenemies, and were attacked, ing. But these musings were
split open, destroyed. The spir- short-lived. The battles were
its wreaked this havoc, and just beginning. The Warriors
watched as the frenzied War- knew that there were still two
riors turned upon each other and more nights of fighting. Their
themselves in the throes of vio- war was a War of Attrition.

A Different Kind of Summer A Different Kind of Learning
BY PAUL WASSERMAN
Features Writer

For the first week or so
every one asks, "How was your
summer?" or some derivative
of that question. I spent mine in
Maine as a camp counselor. It

was, as promised, an unforgettable summer.
At first I was a little confused about being a role model
for these children. By the end of
camp, I, like the kids, did not
want to leave. I learned to love
the little brats, even though I

TrirafyToplS
11. VZ '97.
10. Hide that beer, here comes Campus Safely.

9. ft's o.jc., I'm with my R.A.,
8. Your fake i,d. looks so real.
7. Would you stop calling it Chuckies I
6.1 Jove "Le Bistro."
5. T-ShirfcB, I need more T-Shirts.
4. I'd love to, but I've got a boyfriend at home '- \
3. I've been, into the Spin Doctors for yeaxs, ' '
2, No really, 1 got into an Ivy. I'm here because I fell in
tove witi» Hertford.
' ' '"
1. Hey man, what's the combo to this dorm ?
Contributing Writers* Noel Sqaidsteiu, Paddy Q'
and Bfem Blemen,
,
'.
'

couldn't imagine guys like
eleven year old Jeremy Freedman, who earnestly believed he
was from Neptune, or ten year
old Eddie Kahn, who ate a lobster, shell and all, being our
country's future doctors and
politicians.
I learned an especially
great deal about parenting from
ten year old Andy. He reinforced to me the sagacity of the
advice that one should rear Iheir
children in such a fashion that
when they become acquits they
are your Friends.
*
Andy, in !he beginning of
the session, had a difficult time
adjusting to camp life. The first
couple of nights he 'toughed' it
out, bul after the fourth night it
became blatantly obvious that
he was homesick. I took him

m

??Did You Know??

Andy. You don't want to quit?"
I asked. Andy responded, he did
want to quit, he still wanted to
go home. I told my anxious
camper, "We can't send you
home, but I might be able to
arrange it so that you can call
your parents."
Andy obstinately replied,
"I don't want to talk to them. I
just want to go home."
I told Andy, "Everything
will work itself out."
"Paul," Andy said, "Imiss
my therapist." ,:
I can't remember what I
said after that. 1 think my tongue
just sort of flopped out of my
mouth, and I mumbled some
type of "Duh, Duh" like sound.
Ten years old. JEEEZE.
You think college life is
tough... try summer camp.

KAPLAN
Preparation for:
GRE • GMAT
LSAT« MCAT
Located at:
967D Farmington Ave.
West Hartford, CT
06107

RULES

1-800-Kap-Test

According to a Sassy Magazine Poll,
Eskimo Boots are an up and coming
fashion trend for the younger set this
fall...

•->••!;

According to the same poll in Sassy,
13-15 year old girls like overalls more
than boys in the same age group...
FROM THE TRIPOD ARCHIVES:
One year ago: Marty raises the price of
pitchers at the View to $5.00 on all
nights except Thursdays.

outside and explained to him
that everybody is frightened
when thrown into a completely
new and overwhelming environment.
"None of the other kids
like me, they all know what
they're doingf-"
"Andy." I responded,
"They are just as frightened as
-you are, they just have a different way of hiding it."
"No." Andy said, "They
hate me. I hate this place. I*niss
myparents. Iwanttogohome."
"Trusl me Andy," I said
reassuringly, "by the end of
camp you'll never want to
leave."
"No. No. I want to leave
now. I want to go home," my
cherubic camper said anxiously.
"You can't go home,

:

,": i

Five years ago: The computer center,
then located in Hallden Hall, decides to
charge students for Laser Printing.

EimSIMB __

SOLID TEST PREP

FmiiRES
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Spotlight: Adam Kreisel, Triiuty's Other President
BY KELLY CANRIGHT

College Democratsof America's people were packed in a room
"Vote for a Change: Voter Reg- in the Capitol attending a press
istration/Get Out the Vote conference entitled, "GOP TerIn many ways, 21-yearold Drive." He also succeeded in rorists Hold National Service
senior Adam Kreisel appears to organizing several activities for Hostage." SenatorsChrisDodd
be your average Trinity student. CD A at the Democratic National (D-Ct), Harris Wofford (D-Pa.),
He is originally from Manhat- Convention in New York City Rep. Chris Shays (R-Ct), Mike
tan, New York, played soccer in July of 1992 and served as the Love from the Beach Boys and
for two years and is a political North Eastern Political Desk for Andrew Shue from Fox's Melrase
science major. However, three the College Democrats in the Place all spoke along with Kreyears ago, Kreisel joined Jamie spring of 1991.
isel. Anhour later,Ted Kennedy
Fleckner '90 and Peter Friedman
His dedication in all these took the floor in the Senate and
'94 to found the College Demo- activities led Kreisel to win an quoted Kreisel into the official
crats at Trinity in an effort to exciting victory. On June 13, Senate records as saying, "They
promote democratic activism on 1993, Kreisel competed against [Republican Senators who were
campus. His involvement in this P.W. Glidewell from Appala- filibustering] just don't get it.
organization has led him to great chian State in North Carolina, This is not just some political
heights and achievements.
Suzanne Nam from Northeast- game. This is the future of our
Kreisel's career began ern University, and Vanessa country, and we cannot allow a
early on with parents who Duffy from UVM at Berlington small group of senators to hold
brought him up with Demo- for the position of President of national service hostage in orcratic values. His mother is a the College Democrats of der to score their own... political
journalist at CBS news and America, an organization which points."
worked on several democratic has 750,000 members.
Other exciting events incampaigns and is now a politiIn his campaign speech to \cluded seeing Bill Clinton sworn
COURTESY OF DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
cal consultant for CBS. From the CDA members, Kreisel said, ' into office with the knowledge
there, Kreisel has managed to " Our generation is keenly aware that Clinton's largest margin of Adam Kreisel and President Clinton at The White House.
make great headway not only at that the issues facing us finan- victory came from the 18-25 year fromConnecticut. Thecommit- nior year at Trinity and travelTrinity, but also nationally for cially, environmentally, and cul- old category.
tee consists of Congressmen, ing around the country fox ColCollege Democrats.
Kreisel's goal now is to Senators, Party donors, gover- lege Democrats.
turally are of enormous proporWhen asked why he felt
In his sophomore year, tions. We must take the lead in get involved in Clinton's health nors, and Heads of OrganizaKreisel became the founding motivating young people and care campaign and to organize tions. Recently, Kreisel has been so strongly about his political
member and president of the inspiring them to become activ- grass roots training seminars for appointed to become a member affiliation and,more specifically.
College Democrats in the state ists." Kreisel won the election the College Democrats. Having of the Executive Council of the College Democrats, Kreisel said,
of Connecticut. In addition, he on the first ballot with over 70% won the presidency of College Democratic National Commit- "Nothing frustrates me more
Democrats, Kreisel is automati- tee which boasts a select group than apathy. It's important for
spent the summer of 1992 work- of the vote.
ing in the College Democrats of
When Kreisel was asked cally made a member of the of less than fifty m embers and is young people to assert themAmerica national office in Wash- to describe his most exciting Democratic National Commit- the governing body of the Demo- selves in our political system.
We have a tremendous amount
ington D.C.
moment in his young and im- tee, which consists of a few hun- cratic National Committee.
For now, Kreisel is con- of power; we just have to learn
Among his many accom- pressive political career, he de- dred Democrats from all fifty
plishments, Kreisel directed the scribed an occasion where 700 states, withfourorfivedelegates cerned with finishing up his se- to exercise it."
Features Editor

ALONG THE LONG WALK
WhafslfteKiS^P

MattKoziowski'94
Ileamedhowto tie my shoes"

RobmWinsloW- Director of
International Tfagcams
"My office/'

Simon Fernandez '96
"My freshmen,,, *ny beautiful
freshmen in North Campus

Yeai?

ABYagd*97
•Tm gonna get one of my
Mends to do this; I can't
think of anyttiing,"

Ashley Brauer'96

LizHatt '95

"The kiddie locks on the High
Else doimtoy windows/'

"The fuont of High Rise/'

MaiyWgmore'94
"The Cave lines are ctazyl"

A. Ladd & T. MacLean, '95
"They put that glass awning
outside o£ Higjh Rise so people
can puke on it"
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Trinity Intramurals 1993-'94
I'm not only a Tripod sports writer/ but I'm the editor as well. Sounds like
a Hair Club For Mesa commercial, butif s the best I can do. That's all the accolades
I can give myself. I've n^ver thrown the winning touchdown, hit the grand-slam
home run, or scored Hie game winning goal in overtime,
In fact, looking over my life,' my athletic career, if you can call ita career, lias
beenaverage.Iininkmostofthestuderttshere understand wherel'mcomingfrom.
Yes, Trinity hasits athleticstars,butno one is going tobeaprofessional, so I'msttre,
when most of you realize this,you will come to the conclusion that most of us are
average,
Ihavelearned toadjust. 1 broadcast Trinity footballartd basketball games on
WRTCradio; I write about sports in the Trinity Tripod; and Italic sports whenever
someone is willing to listen.
Trinity is filled with athletes who go unnoticed and are unappreciated. It is
timesomeone stopped talking about the stars and started talking about the people
who really matter. Remember, everyone can'tbe a star, and everyone is not going
tp be remembered. So this is the column where the average will shine. Its the
average athlete that makes the star better,
Next time you are attending a sporting event, take a look at the sidelines.
Those are the real stars of the game. They work all day practicing with the team,
then theywork all off-season trying to gefcbetier, yet they never getin the game, AH
that work, and they never get their 15 minutes in the sun. It's tragic the coaches
don't realize that fteir next star can be sitting right next to them.
Tim Rooney '94 is an example of how unfairly* a player can be treated.
Freshman yeaf,TimwasarecruitatTrinity. Allhoughhewas recruited toplayboth
football and baseball, Tim decided to concentrate solely on the game he loved,
baseball. He worked every day that fell season, throwing, hitting, and wprking
with the pitchers. By the time tryouts came around, he was ready.
He ended up making the team as a back-up catcher. But, when the starting
catcher went down with a season ending injury, it was Tim who stepped up and
got the job done. At the end of the season, it was Rooney who was given (he
Coaches Award. It was given to him for being the most enthusiastic, and the
hardest working player.
t •'
Tim's dedication continued for the nexl two seasons, as he was known lo b&
the only varsity player, including the captains, to work with the incoming freshmen. But, rather than Mat getting increased playing time, he found that he rarely
got a chance to play.
There is pressure on all coaches to win ball games, artd I understand the
argument that coaches want the mostathletic players in the game. But damn it, this
is Division ni sports, we are not qualifying for the NCAA tournament, and our
football teams don'l bringin millions of dollars each season. So the pressure to win
At all costs is a farce.
Our coaches at Trinity are not on the hot seat. When was the last time a
Trinity coach was fired fox having a losing record ? It's lime they took a stand and
put in'players that deserve to play because they worked for it. I'm not saying that
axadical shift in playingtimte intiat occur^uattWwheri games are out of teach, or
v?he$&]fems0jvm^^

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN SPORTS?
WOULD YOU LIKE THE OPPORTUNITY TQ COMPETE WITHOUT THE TIME
DEMANDS AND DISCIPLINE REQUIRED OF A VARSITY SPORT?
If you answered yes, the Trinity intramural program might be just what you
are looking for! The intramural program is open to all students, faculty, and staff and
offers a wide range of activities from which to choose.
Getting involved is easy!
Prior to each intramural event posters will be hung in dorms, fraternities,
sororities, Mather, and the athletic center. If you are interested in playing, get
together a team of your friends, dorm-mates, fraternity/sorority members etc. and
submit an entry form to the intramural office. Entry forms are available in the
athletic center office and the intramural office. Once your roster is in, your team
captain will receive a playing schedule and you will be set to go!

Touch Football
Entry Deadline
9/8/93
Event Runs
;
9/13 - 10/20
Divisions Men's, Women's, Coed
Tennis (Singles)
Entry Deadline
9/11/93
Event Runs
9/15 -10/20
Divisions
Men's, Women's
Soccer
Entry Deadline. ...................9/17/93
Event Runs
9/15 -10/20
Divisions Men's, Women's, Coed

/ Jaid<vi wight have quit baskelballin despaii; If Iris coach had only played the aim
I athletes and never given the hard workers a chance, we may haveneverdiscovei ed

' one of the greatest pJayers in the history-of sports.

TCAC Presents...

too much joy
With special guests from Boston,
the high energy, hip-hop of:

POSSE 1Y.F.X.
Friday, September 17th in the Washington Room.
Show starts at 9pm, doors open at 8:30.

Tickets:
$5 w/Trinity ID.
Limited number of $8 tickets are availible
for guests accompanied by a Trinity ID holder.
Tickets on sale beginning
Monday, September 13 in Mather.
Tickets also sold at the door.

iT*1 '*SFi

Final Spring Statistics
Baseball (12-8)

Men's Lacrosse (3-8)

Batter
Coppola
Devanney
Ranieri
Rafaniello
Sheehan
Carbone
Owens
Broderick
Donahue
Tighe
Orlando
Sorio
Canata
Lembo
Mitchell
Sullivan

H
24
25
19
18
15
11
13
19
7
11
6
3
4
2
1
4

R
19
24
18
7
12
5
13
12
6
8
11
2
4
0
0
1

RBI
10
18
12
11
12
9
5
13
5
11
3
2
0
1
0
2

AVG
.407
.362
.322
.321
.288
.282
.260
.250
.250
.220
.194
.375
.333
.333
.250
.235

Pitcher
Carbone
O'Connell
Nemerever
Owens
Little
Sheehan
Dowling
Popeleski
Henry
Mitchell

W-L
4-0
2-1
2-2
2-2
1-1
1-0
0-2
0-0
0-0
0-0

IP
30.1
21.0
38.0
30.2
14.1
3.0
8.1
4.0
9.0
1.0

ERA
2.67
3.86
4.03
5.28
5.65
0.00
1.08
2.25
15.00
45.00

K
17
17
20
20
7
0

5
3
12
1

Men's Tennis (2-4)
Singles
1. Reuter
2. Lawrence
3. Beard
4. Eddy
5. Kane
6

RrirV
McCunl

Doubles
1. Reuter & Lawrence
2. Beard & Kane
Katzman & Kane
Kane & Eddy
3. Brick &McCord

W
2
2
2
4
2

Player
Cragin
Rice
Leary
Davison
Cranis
Berkman
Jones
Ryzcek
Griffin
Menoyo
Burnham
Hubbard
Fenwick
Granet
Gilmor
Smith
Moore

Sh
120
104
83
62
64
49
20
13
0
11
3
2
3
1
1
0
0

Goaltender W-L
Nicolls
10-1
Fernandes 3-1

SVS%
.539
.619

Softball (10-8)
Batter
Toolan
Stross
Macaro
Roy
Moynagh
Falcigno
Smith
DeNicola
Torrisi
Alspach
Turner
Tukey
Small
Sarmuk

H
18
20
14
9
14
12
9
9
1
1
4
4
3
1

R.
15

Roy
Sarmuk

VARSITY FOOTBALL
Sept 25
Bates
Oct2
WILLIAMS
Oct9
HAMILTON
Oct 16
Tufts
Oct23
BOWDOIN
Oct 30
Middlebury
Nov 6
Amherst
Nov 13
WESLEYAN

G
21
15
15
9
5
5
7
9
6
4
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0

Goaltender G-GS
Ronan
10-10
Hopkins
7-1
Eisenhaurerl-0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
SVS
144
37
2

A
9
12
6
6
9
7
4
2
5
5
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
SVS%
.632
.507
1.000

GAA
9.9
14.9
0.0

TRAINHlSWANra>.
Trinity's Athletic trainers
are tooidngfor students interested
In atliktks to assist the

0
0

2
1
0
0
0

GAA
7.2
10.2

Player
Sh
Cartin
57
Kastrud
47
Robinson 57
Phelps
27
Tansill
38
Parzych
20
Porto
40
Stempian 31
Davis
25
Franco
22
Masi
3
MacKeigan 3
Oliver
4
Dibble
4
Rhoads
4
Edwards 2
Newsome 2
Allard
2
Siegert
1
FitzSirhons 1
Dempsey 0
Weber
0
Lenzner
0
Hankard 0
Karmi
0
Veslsy
0
Broadfoot 0

730
35.1

LKA
1.92
6 14

K
38
13

Thanks to Kevin Kavanagh, Sports Information Director'and Al Carbone '95 for
itatistks*

FALL SPORTS

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
Away
Away
HOME

Oct 23
Oct 26
Oct 30
Nov 3,6-7

MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER
COASTGUARD 11:00
Sept 18
Nichols
3:30
Sept 22
M.I.T.
11:00
Sept 25
CONN. COLL 3:00
Sept 29
WILLIAMS
11:00
Oct 2
W, New England 4:00
Oct 6
7:00
Oct 9
W.P.I.
3:30
Oct 13
Clark
11:00
Oct 16
Tufts
4:00
Oct 21
E. CONN.
11:00
Oct 23
BOWDOIN
3:00
Oct 27
WESLEYAN
11:00
Oct 30
Middlebury
11:00
Nov 6
Amherst
Nov 3,5-7 ECAC Tournament

HOME
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
HOME'
HOME
Away
Away
TBA

WOMEN'S VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY
ELMS COLLEGE 3:30
HOME
Sept 16
Manhattanville 12:00
Away
Sept 18
Mt. Holyoke
4:00
Away
Sept 23
Bates
11:00
Away
Sept 25
AMHERST
4:00
HOME
Sept 29
WILLIAMS w/]Vll:00
HOME
Oct 2
Conn. Coll.w/JV 3:30
Away
Oct 6
Oct 9
HOME
CLARK
11:00
Oct 14
HOME
SMITH
4:00
Oct 16
Away
Tufts
11:00
Oct 19
Wesleyan
3:30
Away
Oct 23
BOWDOIN
11:00
HOME
Oct 27
KEENE STATE 3:00
HOME
Oct 30
Middlebury
Away
11:00
Nov 3,6-7 ECAC Tournament
TBA

WOMEN'S VARSITY SOCCER
Sept 16
MAN'VILLE
4:00
Sept 18
Amherst
11:00
Sept 22
Conn. College 3:30
Sept 25
Bates
11:00
Sept 28
Nichols
3:30
Oct 2
WILLIAMS
11:00
Oct 7
SMITH
4:00
Oct 9
WHEATON
11:00
Oct 12
Clark
3:30
Oct 16
Tufts
1:30
Oct 20
Mt.Holyoke
4:00

HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away

WOMEN'S VARSITY TENNIS
AMHERST
11:00
Sept 18
Conn. College
3:30
Sept 22
WELLESLEY
11:00
Sept 25
UConn 3:00
Away
Sept 28
WILLIAMS
11:00
Oct 2
UHARTFORD 3:00
Oct 7
VASSAR
1:00
Oct9
3:00
Oct 13
Wesleyan
Oct 16
Tufts
11:00
Oct 19
SMITH
3:30
Oct 20
Mt. Holyoke
3:30

BOWDOIN
11:00 HOME
WESLEYAN
3:30
HOME
Middlebury
11:00 Away
ECAC Tournament
TBA

HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME
HOME
Away
Away
HOME
Away

First Aid and CPR prefered.
Contact Joe Fountain
or Becky Miranda at x2074.

Oct 22-24 New Englands
at Amherst
WOMEN'S VARSITY VOLLEYBALL
Sept 15
ALB. MAGNUS 7:00
Sept 18
Clark
1:00
Sept 22
Wesleyan
7:00
Sept 28
Smith
7:00
Oct 2
Rhode Island
Coll. Tourney 9:00
Oct 5
AMHERST
7:00
Oct 9
Conn. College 12:00
Oct 14
Tufts & Mt.
Holyoke at Tufts 6:00
Oct 16
Vassar Tourney TBA
Oct 21
Wesleyanfe Coast 6:00
Guard at Wesleyan
Oct 23
Williams Tourneyl0:00
Oct 26
WESTERN CONN.7:00
Oct 29-30 NESCACInviiat
Amherst

Away

HOME
Away
Away
Away
Away
HOME
Away
Away
Away

Away
HOME
Away

VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY COUNTRY
Sept 18
Vassar InvitationallliOO Away
Sept 24
Conn. IntercoH,
Champ.
TBA Away
Oct 2
Codfish Bowl/
FramklinPk.
TBA Away
Oct 8
Williams,
North Adams,
4:00
Away
&R.P.I at Williams
Oct 15
BANTAM INVTT.3:30
HOME
Oct 23
Albany lnvitationalll:00 Away
Oct 30
NESCAC at Wesleyan 1:00 Away
Nov 4
WESLEYAN
3:00
HOME
Nov 13
NCAA DIV III Meet
Away
(New England)
Nov 20
NCAA DIV III
Away
National Championship
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Trinity's 1993 Spring Sports Finish Strong
Women's LAX Reaches Semis In ECAC Tourney

••"•T

' *.

BETH FENWICK& JON
MOSKOWITZ
Sports Editors

Due to the inclement
weather of the spring season and
post season play, we, the Sports
Editors, were unable to cover
the final few weeks of the season. As a service to the freshman and the Trinity community, it is only fitting that we
give recognition to those teams.

Women's Lacrosse:
Coached by Robin Sheppard, now entering her 20 th season, the Women's Lacrosse team
jumped outfast starting the season 12-0 and made it as high as
third in national polls before los-

ing to undefeated Conn. College 13-12 in an exciting last
minute thriller. Seeded second
in the ECAC tournament, the
team was upset in the semi-finals by Williams 13-12 in overtime.
The team graduated their
top two players, First Team AilAmerican Jill Griffin and Second Team All-American Grace
Cragin. Co-captain Braxton
Jones '94 received All-Region
honors. Third Team All-American Robin Leary '95 is the top
returning player, with 47 points
and 32 goals. Lindsey Davison
'94 (38 pts.), Whitney Cranis '94
(35 pts.), and Sarah Berkman '96
(27 pts.) will return to anchor
this talented team.

Second Team All-American Grace Cragin was Trinity's leading scorer.

Golf, Softball, Track, And
Men's LAX Reviewed
BY BETH FENWICK AND
TON MOSKOWITZ
Sports Editors

Golf:

>

<
f

*

t

juries, the Men's Lacrosse team
stumbled to a 3-8 record. As one
of the youngest teams in the
NESCAC, the team will return 19
players.

g
g
and 9 assists. Mark Kastrud '94
and Mike Robinson '94 also contributed with 27 and 21 points,
respectively. Gus Phelps '95,
Luke Tansill '96, and Chris
Parzych '96 had outstanding
seasons, and are now looked
upon to lead the team.
The teamonce again made
Ed Ronan '96 minded the
it to the NESCAC tournament, nets as he went on to save 63.2%
but was ousted by Williams 7-3. of his shots. Defensive standout
The season was highlighted by Jason Masi, who graduated this
a 7 game winning streak that past year, was a selection on the
saw the team jump out to an 8-2 All-NESCAC team.
record.
They soon faltered, and
finished the year with a 10-8
The women's track team
mark. The team lost five seniors finished 6th overall in the
including JulieRoy, who pitched NESCAC tournament. Alexis
the team to 8 of their 10 victories Colby '95 won the 3K. Lisa
and holds most of the pitching
Michelizza '94 placed a strong
records at Trinity,
second in the Hammer Throw.
B.J. Toolan '95 led the team Christine Siegfried '95 contribwith a .400 batting average.
uted to the teams scores by finAudrey Stross '96, broke into
the starting line-up her fhstyear ishing third in both the Long
on the team, and came through Jump and the 400.
The men's track team finby leading the team in extrabase
hits. Patty Sarmuk '95 will take ished 4th overall in the NESCAC
over the role of starting pitcher tournament. The famous 4 by
Nasty team (4x100), consisting
this year.
of Tim Yates '94, Myron Thomas '96, JoshBruno '93, and John
Mullaney '93 finished second
In a season filled with in- StephenHarding '94 finished 4lh
in the 10K.

continued his dominance over
Division III opponents, and is
proving to be one of the greatest
golfers in Trinity history, as he
won theNESCAC championship
at Willliamstown, MA.

Softball:

iiinio '96 dikes a shot ug.iinst Williams lust \f.-<u

Baseball:

Track

Ihc hi)sc>|i,ill le.nn Imishi'd lIn1 seasun on a ]ii><}i
note, b\ u inninj; their lasl 4
RainHb and liiif-luni; uilh a
12-Bri'jnrd ihel-ughJighUit
the w mninj; t>iit \ik oi >. ura-d
dgdinst Division 11 pruM-rhuusc Ppj inglii-ld, in wluJi
tl ii- R.intdms i ami' on I nn tcp
10-7, Jit,in 11 inning lluilliT
1 MTlVVllll tllt'lMH, tht'J still
missed tn.ikin^ t\v \ZH. AC
-.eculive yen
||n> season
was mane.1 bv b.id v\i'.itliei
v\ hk-li ton vd HIP team lo p) J \ ,

Men's lacrosse:

-f 1

Next Week in
Tripod Sports...
• Previews of fall teams
• Coverage of pre-season
saimrnages

JV"111"1

J11

ll'Si

tll.ili

ci

rtKMilli DanC oppola yilcod
the lo.ini with a l e d
V\jlljanist'h^uc 4il7 h.ilhnj;
aveuigi1, uhilt 1 Mlo^ling 7
brisi-3 Mike Ranici i'% did a
•iilniTrrihlejobivitliii 122 billiligav vra^f .uirl 12 runs t\ittfd in. Chris bheehau ' %
slniii'd both tip. Uu'f ii'H, turn-

ing 14 double plavs, ami at
the pl.ite, hittint; ,2W Al
Ciibont' Ji 'y" \\fis \h" star
on Ihc niound with ti }-0
riami.indci2fi7l.R\. Tim
Rnunev 'g-l Iftl C»v\t'ns'"a.
"»•
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